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BROWNING
If you’re looking for bang for your buck, Browning’s “Crosso-
ver” line, comprising the Cynergy CX (bottom photo) and 
Citori CXS (top photo), are worth a look. Both offer Brown-
ing quality for under $2,000 and are designed for all clay dis-
ciplines and some field use, too, with their 3-inch chambers. 
You give up some finish quality on the outside, especially 
with the Cynergy, but inside, both are well-made, proven 
guns. The Cynergy has a very strong, very low-profile action. 
I shot the Cynergy CX at the Copa Aguila in Guadalajara last 
fall and appreciated the mechanical triggers that allowed to 
me to shoot the 100-bird Minishell event without worry that 
the recoilless shells wouldn’t reset the triggers. The Citori 
CXS comes in 28-, 30- and 32-inch barrels in both 12 and 20 
gauge. Both guns are designed to shoot a 60/40 point of im-
pact, and both feature Browning’s adjustable-length trigger. 

Stepping up in the Browning line, you’ve got the 725 
version of the Citori at $3,199. It features a slimmed down 
receiver and lighter, livelier barrels than the standard Citori, 
weighing under 8 pounds even in a 32-inch-barreled 12 
gauge. Browning Pro Staffer Robbie Purser, well known in 
both skeet and sporting clays circles, took to the 725 imme-
diately. “I got mine one Friday and went out on Saturday and 
shot 100 straight to win a sporting clays shoot with it,” he 
says. “I love the way it handles, and it’s got the best trigger 
Browning ever put on a shotgun.” That trigger is mechani-
cal, as well, which many target shooters prefer. Browning 
guns also have a reputation for well-regulated barrels that 
shoot to the same point of aim. The 725 comes in both low- 
and high-rib versions, so you can choose one that suits your 
shooting style. 

AFFORDABLE OVER-AND-UNDERS

CAESAR GUERINI SUMMIT
The $3,995 Summit just sneaks in under the $4,000 price limit. 
Unlike Fabarm guns, Caesar Guerinis are designed specifically 
for the American market. As befitting of the top-priced gun in 
this category, they feature excellent fit and finish. 

The Summit also offers a “DTS” (for “Dynamic Tuning 
System”) trigger that adjusts not just for length, but also for 

weight, take-up and over-travel. The gun comes in all four 
gauges, and it’s one of the few affordable guns to offer the 
choice of 34-inch barrels. As an added benefit, the company 
is committed to customer service. Purchase of a Guerini gun 
includes three free “pit stops” in which your gun will be in-
spected and tuned up for only the cost of shipping.

BROWNING CITORI CXS

BROWNING CYNERGY CX
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BERETTA SILVER PIGEON I
The Silver Pigeon I is the entry-level version of Beretta’s 686-
687 line, differing from the higher grades only in decoration, 
not design. The Beretta design offers a lower profile than many 
other manufacturers, making the gun a natural pointer because 
it sits low in the hands. While that action makes for a light and 
compact gun, it’s very durable. Champion Anthony Matarese 
keeps Silver Pigeon I’s as the house guns at his family’s M&M 
Sporting Clays. “We’ll put a gun at each station 
when we do corporate 

events, and 200 people might shoot 10 birds with it,” he said. 
“That’s 2,000 rounds a day, and we’ve had these guns for years. 
Some must have a million rounds through them. They’re bullet-
proof. No other gun in its [$2,400] price range comes close.” 

Matarese goes on to say the guns are light and easy to point: 
“Maybe it’s because I started with semi-autos, but I don’t believe 
guns have to be heavy to swing well. These are easy to shoot.” 

FABARM ELOS N2
Founded in 1900, Fabarm has made over-and-unders in Italy 
since the end of World War II and was recently bought by Cae-
sar Guerini. Fabarm introduced a new sporting gun for 2018 
that fits perfectly into the entry-level category. “We wanted to 
make a gun that we could sell for the lowest price possible 
without cheapening it,” says Caesar 

Guerini’s Wes Lang. The resulting Elos N2 has lightened bar-
rels and a vented mid-rib to give it a lively feel and a weight 
around 7½ pounds. The trigger adjusts for length and is set at 
31⁄2-4 pounds. An adjustable comb comes standard on the gun. 
The whole package sells for $2,795.

SYREN ELOS
Many women do just fine with standard-stocked target guns, 
but for those who don’t, the Syren guns from Caesar Guerini/
Fabarm offer an alternative to having a custom stock made. The 
Syren stock, available in right- and left-handed, features a shorter 
length of pull, a tighter grip radius and a Monte Carlo comb, 
and its toed-out to better fit a woman. The Elos Sporting is the 
entry-level target over-and-under of the Syren line at $2,725. 

The Syren Elos is also balanced with female shooters in 
mind. “We try to keep the weight of the gun between the 
hands,” says Caesar Guerini’s Wes 

Lang. “Many women don’t have the upper body strength to 
shoot comfortably with a lot of weight on their front hand. 
We lightened the barrels and added weight to the blade of the 
stock so both hands do an equal amount of work.”

The Syren Elos also has a trigger that adjusts for length, 
which can be an aid to women with smaller hands. The gun 
has 30-inch barrels, five extended tubes, a 10mm rib and no 
pink highlights — just roses engraved in the gun’s grip. 


